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ABSTRACT 

The rice straw burning in all the Egyptian governorates is seasonally occurring, an environmental disaster called the 

"Black Cloud". This study's main goal is to conduct the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) methods. Thus, the LCA of four brick types: (1) fired clay, (2) cement, (3) sand, and (4) rice straw has 

been compared. The BIM has been used to gather the building construction components to build the four LCA scenarios 

using the PRe SimaPro. The results have been presented by the single score and weighting method using the IMPACT 

2002+ method with midpoint and endpoint (Pt) results. (1) Regarding the midpoint results, the fired clay brick has 

recorded the worst environmental impact with 30.10 Pt. In contrast, the rice straw brick has verified the lowest effects 

with 1.31 Pt. (2). Regarding the endpoint results, the highest value of human health has been assigned to the fired clay 

brick type with 11.4 Pt and the rice straw brick with 0.633 Pt. The highest resource depletion impacts have been pointed 

out the fired clay and cement brick with 7.29 Pt and 6.53 Pt, respectively. A novel framework for integrating LCA and 

BIM has been conducted on a proposed building during the early phases. The article has also introduced an approach to 

eliminating the Egyptian life cycle inventory database shortage as the LCA applications in Egypt are scarce. Moreover, 

it can help the concerned legislative bodies and the decision-makers. 
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Highlights 

 Incineration of the rice straw in the Egyptian 

governorates is seasonally occurring, and an 

environmental disaster called the "Black Cloud". 

 LCA and BIM methods have been conducted for four 

brick types on a proposed building during the early 

phases. 

 The rice straw brick industry does not use natural 

resources and fuel in large quantities than the fired 

clay brick. 

 Due to the fired clay production incineration process, 

the highest value of the human health impact has 

been assigned to the fired clay brick. 

 The highest resource depletion impacts have been 

pointed to the cement brick industry as it is using 

lime as a primary material to produce the brick. 
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Nomenclature 

Chemical composition  

    Carbon dioxide     Sulfur dioxide 

    Methane     Nitrogen 

oxide 

    Nitrous oxide     Ammonia 

   Particulate per 

matter 
     Ethylene  

Measurement units 

   Eco-points    Kilogram 

m
3
 Cubic meter     ⁄  Density 

m
2
 Square meter kg     

eq 

Kilogram 

carbon dioxide 

equivalent 

Abbreviations 

LCA Life Cycle Assessment 

BIM Building Information Modeling 

ISO International Standards Organization 

PVC Polyvinyl chloride 

AUHC Assiut University Hospital Clinic 
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CED cumulative energy demand 

DFP Depletion-fossil fuel potential 

LCI Life cycle Inventory 

LCIA Life cycle Impact Assessment 

HH Human Health 

GHG Greenhouse Gas 

GWP Global Warming Potential 

AU Assiut University campus 

 

1. Introduction 

In 2010, the Industrial Pollution Control Policies in 

Egypt [1] had reported that 345 major industrial 

projects had been investigated; around 311 were brick 

factories, which describes the massive demand of the 

brick industry in Egypt. The brick industry has two 

sides, the first is the fuel used, and the second is the 

raw materials consumed. As for the fuel used, 

traditional manufacturing was the agriculture residue 

and dung cakes in brick stoves, as reported in El-

dorghamy [2]. As a biomass combustion technology, 

this was the oldest bioenergy technology in Egypt. 

After that, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and kerosene 

have replaced this technology. However, biomass 

combustion technology is still used in rural 

communities and ranked 17% of the total fuel used. 

There was a sun-dried brick, has been used in the old 

one-story buildings as it cannot afford structure loads. 

The primary pollutant of the brick industry is the 

carbon dioxide     besides the Lead, Sulfur dioxide, 

Nitrogen dioxide, and suspended particulate matter. In 

the brick industry, the leading cause of these emissions 

is the smelters, and the brick kilns, as EGYPT'S FIRST 

BIENNIAL reported [3]. The greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions, as is reported by Dabaieh [4], are 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are the worst 

environmental impacts of brick manufacturing during 

industrial and transportation procedures. The life cycle 

assessment (LCA) has been introduced in many studies 

as environmental impact assessment tools to assess 

these emissions. The literature review will handle this 

point. The LCA is a process technique to assess the 

environmental burdens by determining the quantities 

and energy, material used, and emitted emissions from 

the products, process, and activities analysis. 

On the other hand, the brick industry's raw materials, 

as traditional brick, have used the Nile mud material, 

which is a natural material. Still, now this is the 

primary raw material in Egypt, which leads to the 

scraping of agricultural lands then the depletion of the 

resources (RD), which will be one of the leading 

environmental problems. Many raw materials are 

introduced, such as sand and cement, as an alternative 

raw material of the mud. Each type of them has the 

leading mechanical and bearing characteristics from a 

civil point of view. Also, the mechanism of 

manufacturing will be different. To produce clay brick 

from using the mud, the fired technology, burning in 

open kilns, will be used, which is considered the 

environmental worst case. Cement and sand brick are 

usually using mechanical and electrical mechanisms; 

however, sand is one of the natural materials, and 

cement has the own environmental emission in its 

industry. 

Turning into the rice straw as an alternative material to 

produce brick, Egypt has an evident seasonal 

phenomenon: the black cloud. It is a thick layer of 

emission because of the rice straw's burning in all 

Egyptian governorates. The Ministry of Environment 

has introduced many initiatives, the Egyptian 

Environmental Affairs Agency, to motivate the farmers 

to eliminate the burning process, leading to imposing 

hefty fines. In 2017, there was an initiative to turn the 

rice straw waste to be a by-product. In Cairo, as one of 

the Egyptian governorates, there were 840,000 fedans 

as cultivated with rice amounts [3]. In 2019, 1,900 tons 

of rice straws were gathered from cultivated areas in 

156 sites [1]. Egypt produces annually 30 million tons 

of agricultural waste and emits 80,000 tons of     

emission. The rice straw price in Egypt has been 

estimated as much as $50.25 per ton [5]. Ahmed Farag 

et al. [6] reported in Tables 3 and 4 the rice cultivation 

allocation in Egypt and the carbon dioxide emissions 

from the rice straw burning. The results showed the 

most emissions had been emitted from the lower Egypt 

zone. Nowadays, it becomes clear that there is an 

urgent necessity to take advantage of rice straw waste 

as an alternative material for producing bricks in 

Egypt. 

Introducing the most sustainable alternative materials 

is the principal scientific point nowadays. Fuel and raw 

materials are the most significant challenges to create 

new sustainable materials. This article will deal with 

the rice straw materials as a substitutional material to 

the brick industry's limestone. It helps reduce the 

environmental impacts from its incineration process as 

a lousy phenomenon in Egypt. In the next section, the 

research will introduce contemporary studies in this 

field. 

2. Literature review 

All industries, which cause environmental emissions 

and depletion of RD, have been investigated by many 

searches. This article will review recent studies 

regarding the brick industry in general and mainly 

introducing the substitutional sustainable building 

material. 

Ramos Huarachi [7] has reported a review study on the 

LCA of bricks to characterize and guide future 

researches. This study investigated the traditional brick 

type, and the types that have used the waste material to 

manufacture the bricks—one of the findings of this 
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research is that it is tough to replace the firing process. 

The LCA methodology has been used in this study to 

calculate climate change as an environmental impact 

category. Drying and incinerating procedures in the 

production process were the worst 

environmental impacts. Ultimate, the article has 

recommended for future studies to introduce new raw 

materials and biomass as fuel in the incinerating 

procedures. 

Marwa Dabaieh [4] has unveiled a comparative study 

between sun-dried and fired clay bricks using the LCA 

approach and embodied energy investigation. The sun-

dried brick is a traditional type that has been used in 

Architecture Hassan Fathy's concept. The study's result 

experienced a decline in the     emission and the 

embodied energy quantities using the sun-dried brick 

rather than the fired one. Finally, the study has 

presented specific alternative scenarios, such as using 

the PV systems as a renewable energy supplier and 

using the alternative fuels as natural gases for the brick 

firing process, and using the building wastes to replace 

the clay, sand, and shale materials. 

In August 2019, an investigation was conducted by 

Dalia Yacout [8]. During 2006 -2019, there were 39 

LCA studies had been published in Egypt. It indicates 

the necessity to encourage LCA applications to assess 

environmental impacts as a sustainable methodology in 

Egypt. Around 44% (17 studies) of these studies have 

been applied to construction and building materials. 

Seven studies were on cement and brick over the past 

13 years, which is very clear that there is an apparent 

deficiency in the LCA applications. Only one article, 

Gihan Garas [9], studied some agricultural waste 

materials for building materials manufacturing in 2016. 

Such as the burning of straw rice in Egypt; in India, 

field burning is seasonally occurring, causing harmful 

emissions. Athira et al. [10] have revealed the practical 

usage of the rice straw as a biomass fuel to reduce the 

non-renewable fossil fuels and as a by-product to use 

in the construction industry. One of the different rice 

straw usage as a co-product, Abdel Daiem et al. [11], 

has studied the potential energy from mixing the rice 

straw and sewage sludge. Furthermore, Jittima Prasara 

[12] has introduced scenarios to maximize the benefits 

of rice straw's environmental use in Thailand. 

A comparative analysis of three biomass fuels has been 

investigated by Rutjaya et al. [13]. The three types 

were cane leaves, rice straw, and rice husk. The results 

have released that the cane leaves and rice straw has 

recorded the lowest environmental impacts. The most 

extensive burden environment was the burning process. 

Finally, the research has recommended using the rice 

straw as a fuel type and co-product to produce the 

brick. Other articles have investigated the structural 

bearing of using straw rice as a brick type, such as 

Alessandro et al. and Eman Ali et al. [14], [15]. 

3. Materials and methods  

3.1. Environmental Impact Assessment approach  

The environmental assessment tools for the 

construction building material are very massive; in this 

section, the author will clarify these tools' analysis and 

grouping. The earliest actual trial was in 1999, the 

Building Research Establishment Environmental 

Assessment Method (BREEAM); this was the first 

environmental assessment tool specifically for the 

buildings [16], [17]. In 2006, the International 

Standards Organization ISO became the most 

acknowledged standards with many series to develop 

buildings' environmental assessment. The ISO 

published these standards, shown in Figure 1. 

 ISO 14040: Environmental management, 

LCA, Principles, and framework  [18].  

 ISO 14041: Environmental management, 

LCA, Goal definition and inventory analysis 

[19] 

 ISO 14042: Environmental management, 

LCA, Life-cycle impact assessment [20]. 

 ISO 14043: Environmental management, 

LCA, Life-cycle interpretation [21]. 

 
Figure 1 LCA framework defined by ISO [22] 

As presented in the introduction and literature review, 

the author will use the LCA methodology to assess 

different brick types' environmental impacts using the 

PRe SimaPro version 9.1 with a faculty license. 

Indeed, this paper is one of the series of LCA studies 

on the Assiut University Hospital Clinic as a case 

study, two articles have been already published [23], 

[24]. 

3.2. Building Information Modeling  

One approach that can be used to calculate energy 

consumption and environmental emissions is the LCA 

tool. LCA permits the investigation of the two 

calculations that are linked with the building [25]. 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) comes to be the 

best choice to gather the building construction 

components and facilitate this task. The LCA-BIM 

incorporation in the construction material can 

significantly evaluate and deliver the sustainability 
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features. This integration has been introduced in many 

previous studies; all of them were summarized in 

Senem Seyis and Shu Su et al. [26], [27]. The author 

will apply the integrated approach in this study; this 

integration will combine LCA and BIM strengths. The 

LCA will provide an analysis of the environmental 

impact of specific scenarios. Besides that, the BIM will 

offer the construction material data to be the inputs of 

the LCA. The most popular BIM software is Autodesk 

Revit. This research will use the 2020 student licensed 

version, as presented inFigure 2. 

3.3. Case study analysis  

Assiut University Hospital Clinic (AUHC) is a 

proposed project held inside the Assiut University 

campus (AU). Figure 3 shows the google earth of the 

campus. Also, Figure 4 presents the location of the 

proposed new clinic.  

Taking the advantages of the BIM approach, the 

geographic location has been set in the Revit. The 

longitude and latitude are defined with coordinators 

27.1838397979736 and 31.1667556762695, 

respectively. Furthermore, Figure 5 documents a 

sample of BIM model drawings.

 

 
Figure 2 Autodesk Revit user interface version 2020 licensed version  
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Figure 3 Location of the campus of Assiut University in Assiut city, Egypt 

 

 
Figure 4 Location of the proposed new clinic in AUH 
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a) The ground floor 

 
b) The building section 
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c) A proposed perspective 

Figure 5 BIM model documents 

 

3.4. Comparative LCA of brick types 

Due to the massive usage of brick as one of the main 

components in Egyptian buildings, this study will 

introduce the usual brick types used in the building 

industry: the fired-clay, cement, and sand brick. The 

flow chart of the construction of these brick types is 

shown in Figure 6.

 

 
Figure 6 Life cycle assessment of the three brick types from cradle-to-grave [7]. 

 

On the other hand, it is substantial to evaluate the 

manufacturing process and the environmental impacts 

of the alternative brick type through its life cycle to 

explain which type of bricks are less in environmental 

emissions. Figure 7 depicts the flow chart of the rice 

straw brick manufacturing. The chart includes 

acquiring the raw materials, energy consumed, water 

consumed, and emissions from each brick industry 

stage. All these data will be the SimaPro software 

inputs to assess the environmental impact categories, as 

will be shown later. 

4. Life Cycle Assessment Methodology 

4.1. Goal and scope  

The goal of this study is to compare the four brick 

types: (1) fired clay brick, (2) cement brick, (3) sand 

brick, and (4) rice straw brick. Using the BIM model, 

the material quantities have been calculated and 

inputted in the PRe SimaPro to investigate the 

environmental impacts. The functional unit (FU) will 

be one kilogram (1   ) for each type. The system 

boundary of this study has been defined to be from the 

cradle to the site only. There are raw materials, 

electricity, fuel usage as inputs, and emissions as 

outputs; these data have been gathered from the 

literature reviews and drawn in SimaPro. 

4.2. Life cycle Inventory database  

Table 1 lists all building materials; all these numbers 

have been calculated according to the FU. These 

materials are extracted from BIM output to be inputted 

in SimaPro software. As the deficiencies of LCA 

applications and inventory dataset in Egypt, this study 

has relied on the Ecoinvent V3 dataset, a European 
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data, and already embodied in the SimaPro software 

and considering a minimal error in the results.  

Table 1 Material quantities from the BIM model 

Name Area (  ) Volume (  ) 

Brick 861 164.16 

Concrete 4382 0.88 

Steel 

 

17.00 

Mortar 3089 29.70 

Tiles 1556 62.29 

Glass 132 0.41 

Plaster 3358 32.31 

Wood/Aluminum 

window frames 

opening  88 1.20 

 

4.3. Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA)  

The life cycle impact assessment is the third phase of 

the ISO standards, as shown in Figure 1. The main aim 

of this stage is to distinguish among the environmental 

impacts of the materials. The emission from the life 

cycle inventory (LCI) is converted to LCIA using some 

equations in the SimaPro, such as characterization, 

normalization, weighting, and a single score. 

According to the literature review, many life cycle 

impact categories have been introduced; however, 

these articles [28]–[31] have used the IMPACT 2002+ 

to examine their case studies. In this study, the author 

will rely on the IMPACT 2002+ with two approaches: 

the midpoint and endpoint methods. Global warming, 

aquatic ecotoxicity, respiratory and non-renewable 

energy have been covered in the midpoint method, 

with equivalent (eq) results. The second method 

involves human health (HH) damage, ecosystem 

quality (EQ), and resource depletion (RD). All of them 

are shown [32].

 
Figure 7 Life cycle assessment of the rice straw brick from cradle-to-grave  

 

5. Results and discussions   

The results of the comparative analysis will be 

unveiled in this section. The author will divide the 

findings into three sectors: Single Score and weighting 

method using the IMPACT 2002+ method discussed in 

the LCIA part. The single score and weighting results 

have been presented by point (  ) as a unit. 

5.1. Single Score method per impact category 

Based on each material's network flow, the single score 

method results as an LCIA finding came out in Figure 

8. The fired clay brick has recorded the highest 

environmental impact, which is the worst case with 

30.10   . In contrast, the rice straw brick has verified 

the lowest impacts with 1.31   , also has documented 

some small and ignored impacts with negative. This 

result's interpretation is that the rice straw does not use 

natural resources and fuel in large quantities than the 

fired clay brick and others compatible with [13] results. 

Turning to the cement and sand brick, have been 

recorded the middle ranks with 14.20    and 10.80    
respectively in consistent with [33], [34]. In that 

meanwhile, the author should document that there is a 

cut-off of the cement industry in the cement brick 

calculation. The sand brick is mainly using the wet 

mixture and electrical machine to press the molds. 
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Figure 9 highlights the endpoint results. This method 

will present the endpoint environmental impacts, 

specifically the HH and RD. The HH's highest value 

has been assigned to the fired clay brick type with 11.4 

  , and the rice straw brick with 0.633   , this due to 

the incineration process of the fired clay production as 

reported in Garas et al. [35]. The highest resource 

depletion impacts have been pointed out the fired clay 

and cement brick with 7.29    and 6.53    respectively 

in agreement with [34], [36]. To interpret this result, 

that the two brick types are using lime as a primary raw 

material to produce their brick.  

5.2. Weighting method per impact category 

In this part, the author will present weighting results 

per impact category, as shown in Figure 10. Firstly, in 

the fired clay brick, the respiratory inorganics impact 

has recorded the highest impacts with 10.3    . The 

emissions of particulate per matter (PM) are very high 

in the fired clay brick due to the fuel used in the firing 

process, also [7], [13] support this result. Secondly, the 

non-renewable energy impacts are very high in the 

cement brick with 6.53   . Using the impact of non-

renewable energy sources is the greenhouse gases 

emission. This is because of the carbon dioxide, 

methane releasing into the atmosphere. The main 

sources of non-renewable are burning the fossil fuels as 

it is reported in [10], [11], [36], [37]. Thirdly, the 

respiratory inorganics impact has recorded highest in 

the sand and rice straw brick types but after the fired 

clay brick rank.  

In conclusion, offering sustainable building materials is 

very important to maximize environmental and energy 

optimization. Egypt is suffering from; (1) Human 

health deterioration and natural resource depletion 

since the brick industries are still using limestone as a 

primary raw material. (2) Using fossil fuel in the firing 

process. (3) Incineration of the rice straw in the 

Egyptian governorates is seasonally occurring. To 

summarize, the fired clay brick has recorded the 

highest environmental impacts, and the rice straw brick 

has noted the lowest impacts. The industry 

improvements, sustainable alternative materials, and 

substitutional fuels should be introduced from the 

stakeholders and decision-makers.

 

 
Figure 8 Single score results per impact category (Midpoint method) 

 

https://greentumble.com/5-things-you-dont-know-about-greenhouse-gas-emissions/
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Figure 9 Single score results per brick type (Endpoint method) 

 
Figure 10 Weighting results per impact category (Midpoint method) 

 

6. Limitation and Recommendation  

The main obstacles and challenges indicate that 

essential points should be considered. The designers 

should use the BIM application for all projects. The 

lack of an Egyptian LCI database is the main barrier to 

apply the LCA for all proposed projects in Egypt. The 

author recommends using the European dataset to 

apply the LCA in Egyptian case studies by selecting 

the global industry and market data from the Ecoinvent 

database. This study has presented a method of 

selecting the building materials' database from the 

Ecoinvent to apply the LCA application in Egypt. 

Therefore, the life cycle inventory dataset and analysis 

outcomes provided in this research are anticipated to 

help designers better understand building material 

selection and system improvement from the whole life 

cycle perspective. 
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 الملخص

حشق يحصىل لش الأسص فً جًٍغ انًحبفظبد انًصشٌخ ثشكم يىسًً، وهً كبسصخ ثٍئٍخ رسًى "انسحبثخ انسىداء".  ٌحذس

(، رى إجشاء هزِ انذساسخ. انهذف يٍ هزا انجحش هى BIM( وًَزجخ يؼهىيبد انجُبء )LCAثبسزخذاو يُهجٍبد رمٍٍى دوسح انحٍبح )

( طىة لش الأسص يٍ 4( انطىة انشيهً، )3( انطىة الأسًُزً، )7( انطىة انطًٍُ انًحشوق، )5يمبسَخ أَىاع انطىة الأسثؼخ: )

ؼخ ثبسزخذاو ثشَبيج الأسث LCAنزجًٍغ يكىَبد رشٍٍذ انًجُى نجُبء سٍُبسٌىهبد  BIMوجهخ َظش انزأصٍشاد انجٍئٍخ. ٌزى اسزخذاو 

PRe SimaProرى رمذٌى انُزبئج ثطشٌمخ انذسجخ انفشدٌخ وطشٌمخ انزشجٍح ثبسزخذاو طشٌمخ انزأصٍش . IMPACT 2002+  يغ رحهٍم

( وفمبً 5كىحذح لٍبس. )(Pt) ثبسزخذاو انُمطخ  (Endpoint method)وَمطخ انُهبٌخ  (Midpoint method)َمطخ انًُزصف 

َمطخ. فً انًمبثم، فإٌ طىة لش الأسص رحمك  33.53نًُزصف، سجم انطىة انطًٍُ أسىأ رأصٍش ثٍئً ثًمذاس نُزبئج رحهٍم َمطخ ا

 53.83َمطخ و 54.73وحذح. ثبلاَزمبل إنى انطىة الأسًُزً وانطىة انشيهً فمذ رى رسجٍم انًشارت انىسطى ثـ  5.35ألم رأصٍش ثـ 

انُهبٌخ، رى رخصٍص أػهى لًٍخ نزأصٍش صحخ الإَسبٌ نُىع انطىة انطًٍُ انًحشوق ( وفمبً نُزبئج رحهٍم َمطخ 7َمطخ ػهى انزشرٍت. )

َمطخ. كًب رى الإشبسح إنى أػهى رأصٍشاد اسزُفبد نهًىاسد ػهى انطٍٍ انًحشوق  3.633َمطخ، وطىة لش الأسص ثُسجخ  55.4ثًمذاس 

لإَزبج يىاد ثُبء  LCAلخ إنى أهًٍخ رطجٍك َمطخ ػهى انزشرٍت. أخٍشًا، خهصذ انىس 6.53َمطخ و 7.79وانطىة الأسًُزً 

يسزذايخ ورخفٍف اَصبس انجٍئٍخ انسهجٍخ نصُبػخ انطىة. كًب لذيذ انىسلخ َهج نهزخهص يٍ انُمص فً لبػذح ثٍبَبد دوسح انحٍبح 

 .ػلاوح ػهى رنك، ًٌكٍ أٌ رسبػذ انهٍئبد انزششٌؼٍخ انًؼٍُخ ويزخزي انمشاس انًصشٌخ.
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